TELLS OF NAVAL WAR

Prof. Hovgard's Talk Featured

Naval Arch Smoker

A half hundred students attended yesterday's speaker held by the Naval Architectural Society. The talk was held at Friday evening at 7:30 o'clock. Professor Hovgard, who is the designer of the American Aeronautical Society, was the speaker of the evening. Other interesting speakers included about brothers meeting and invited in the main din-

The main speaker was the first speaker on the program. A part of the address of several members of Sigma Chi. A talk on shipbuilding. Professor Hovgard discussed the world war section concerning the improvement of shipbuilding. For instance, the glass could be higher up and will higher and will have a greater amount of steel, rockets and work to do for the greater protection against shells etc. As a result, the future.

Capt. Strandway for a flying field. The last

Lt.-Col. L. was interested in aeronautics. Lt.-Col. L. was last Friday night in the Massa-

The President's daughter, Mrs. Sayre, amuse the soldiers as formerly stated. When Professor Hovgard had his
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TECH NEWSMEETINGS

This Week

T. C. A. Elects Three Officers This Week

Due to the uncontrolled conditions occasioned by the war, the annual elections of the Technical Students Association were not held last year. However, there will be elections this year. The President's daughter, Mrs. Sayre, was last Friday night in the Massa-
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AERIAL CLUB GUESTS OF STATE FLYING ASSOCIATION

Saturday May be Granted as Flying Field

The Aerodrome Engineering Society was invited to attend a meeting of the Aerial Club of Massachusetts at the Boston City Club last Friday night. The principal speakers of the evening were Mr. La Forthez, president of the American Aerial Club of New York and Lieutenant-G.- L. H. Gysin, President of the American Aerial Club.

The American Aerial Club is in different political positions, but the idea of free-
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